The 4th HEZagrar PhD Symposium welcomes all doctoral researchers and early postdocs in agricultural sciences to present their projects. Also, related projects in forest science are very welcome to participate.

The HEZagrar PhD Symposium offers a platform for scientific and personal exchange with colleagues:

- **Get to know each other**: Who is working on which project?
- **Chance to obtain feedback** and **learn from each other’s experiences**
- **Occasion to discuss the results** of ongoing PhD studies to **support future work**
- **Opportunity to gain experience** in giving presentations

Poster contributions (format: A0 portrait) and/or oral presentations (max. 15 min + 5 min discussion) are welcome.

The Graduiertenzentrum Weihenstephan (GZW) will cover the costs for poster printing. Details upon registration.

All contributions can be published in ‘online conference proceedings’. Details upon registration.

Participation in the HEZagrar PhD Symposium will be accredited as ‘subject-related qualification’ at TUM Graduate School.

For impressions of last year’s event see [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yCX6vja15PM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yCX6vja15PM) or [http://www.hez.wzw.tum.de/index.php?id=94](http://www.hez.wzw.tum.de/index.php?id=94)

Please send your registration to **c.luksch@wzw.tum.de**

- your name,
- name of institution and chair/department
- your topic title with a 3-4 lines abstract
- please also indicate whether you prefer talk or poster